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No other obstacle on the agility field engenders such awe as the weave poles. Elise
Paffrath examines the weave pole mystique.
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The Toughest Obstacle
Some of the reasons the weave poles are the toughest obstacle on course. By Kathy Keats
Weave Pole Methods: Choosing the Technique and the Equipment
To teach weaves, you must choose a method that you understand and that will enhance your
dog’s desire to do the poles, and you must have the right equipment for that method. By
Nancy Gyes
Other Types of Weave Pole Training Equipment
Photos of additional types of weave pole training equipment. By Monica Percival
Weave Pole Instruction From Beginning to End
As an instructor, you know that most dogs aren’t going to learn to weave by coming to class
once a week. You need to have a plan so that your students have clear goals they can work
on outside of class. By Janet Gauntt
Wonderful Weaves: FlashPaws Offset Weave Pole Method
If you have ever seen Jane’s dogs weave, you’ll want to read this article describing her approach to weave pole training. By Jane Simmons-Moake
Weave Poles and How to Have Fun Teaching Them: The Channel Method
Training a happy, fast-weaving dog using the channel method with no guides. By Jo Sermon
Teaching Weaves Using Channels and Guides
Want an intense immersion method for training weaves with wires? Nancy gives us the details
of how she uses the channel-and-guide method. By Nancy Gyes
Review: Clean Run Exercise Sourcebook
A review of a book of jumping, weaving, and contact exercises. By Angelica Steinker, M.Ed.
When in Doubt, Do the Weave Poles!
A weave pole exercise to develop and challenge the skills you need to manage difficult entries
and changes of side before and after the weave poles. By Terry Smorch
The Weave Pole Dance
One of the earliest methods of training weave poles takes some practice and coordination
on the part of the handler, but is worth the effort. By Nancy Gyes
Troubleshooting Weave Entries... Two by Two
Use the 2 x 2 method of teaching weave poles to bombproof your dog’s entries. By Susan Garrett
Slanted Channel Weaving: The Best of Both Worlds
Combine the Weave-A-Matic and and channel methods to instill speed in your weave pole
performance and build a positive attitude in your dog. By Marquand Cheek
Help! My Dog Keeps Popping Out of the Weave Poles at the 10th Pole
Stacy discusses how she adjusted her training when her own dog experienced this common
problem. By Stacy Peardot-Goudy
Weaves without Worry
Turn a “solid” weave pole performance into something extraordinary. By Nancy Gyes
The Proof is in the Weaving
Solid weave performance depends on whether the dog understands how to weave without
help from the handler. Have you pushed the limits? By Kathie Leggett
Training a Weave-A-Maniac
Want to know more about training weaves with bent or slanted poles? By Monica Percival
Weaving Terminology
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Tip of the Month
By Jim Basic
Everything You Always Wanted to
Know About Agility...
K-9 Health Talk
A dog blazing through the weaves may
be a picture of fluid motion, but what is
it doing to his body? A veterinarian takes
a good, hard look. By Patti Schaefer, DVM
Backyard Dogs
These intermediate and advanced sets are
designed to work on weave pole entries at
various angles. By Mary Ellen Barry
The Construction Zone
Simple weave poles. By Jim Hutchins
Got Game?
Time Warp is a game that tests the dog’s
ability to take direction and work at a
distance. The focus obstacle is traditionally
the weave poles. By Bud Houston

Some of the photos in this issue
may look rather dramatic when
it comes to how much the dog
is bending as he weaves. At the
time of this issue’s original publication (2003), the specifications
for the distance between the
poles were as follows:
AKC: 20” to 24” (22” preferred)
NADAC/ASCA: 20” to 21”
USDAA:.18” to 21”
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